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Abstract
This paper presents a serious game represented by a virtual environment, that is intended for the
functional rehabilitation of the hand of stroke patients. The game was designed in close collaboration
with specialized clinicians, and developed using a Leap Motion controller as a hand tracking device and
the Unity 3D game development platform. The game simulates fruit harvesting in order to train the
movement of the bidigital hand grip. The game has been enjoyed by patients undergoing functional
hand rehabilitation.
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1. Introduction

Functional rehabilitation in rehabilitation centers requires major improvements in terms of
rehabilitation tools, and this is due to the fact that conventional clinical protocols for functional
rehabilitation suffer from boredom, which affects patients’ motivation and consequently the
recovery of their motor functions. Virtual rehabilitation is one of the new therapies that have
been proposed to enhance functional rehabilitation protocols. It is a virtual reality therapy
that involves virtual environments, which is a software system that simulates real-world tasks
in rehabilitation therapy for stroke patients and helps them to effectively assess and measure
patient performance[1]. Serious games are increasingly used for motor rehabilitation[2] after
stroke. They involve incorporating gamification into rehabilitation exercises. Gamification is
the process of applying codes and mechanisms from the world of video games to areas where
they were not intended. Thus, gamification of rehabilitation exercises (exergames) consists in
making rehabilitation exercises enjoyable. In order to play, participants must have a physical
activity or exercise, which requires them to move the body parts involved in the exercise in
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order to accomplish the required tasks. In this paper, we present a serious game that simulates a
traditional clinical exercise for handmotor rehabilitation. The gamewas designed and developed
in close collaboration with specialized clinicians, and it was clinically tested on post-stroke
patients with hand motor disabilities.

2. Related Works

Upper limb motor deficit is a common symptom of stroke[3], affecting the quality of life of these
patients, and improving upper limb function remains a major component of rehabilitation for
stroke patients. Therefore, a variety of interventions have been developed for this purpose[4]. In
recent years, commercial virtual reality (VR) consoles, also known as exergames, have emerged
as a new form of intervention for stroke rehabilitation. These systems allow individuals to
participate in tasks ranging from exercises to performing meaningful activities in a virtual
environment[5]. S.-H. Yang et al.[6] proposed a virtual reality game for bilateral hand training
for home rehabilitation, the movement of the less affected hand was measured by a hand sensor
glove using a flexion sensor. The affected hand is then trained by the exoskeleton using the
measured hand movements. M. G. Lansberg et al.[7] showed that the Smart Glovea,which
is a commercially available noninvasive system consisting of a wearable glove and a tablet,
includes 45 games that mimic real-life activities or are based on invented scenarios. Each game
is designed to focus on specific sets of hand and wrist movements, may help increase the dose
of outpatient rehabilitation. A. de los Reyes-Guzmán et al.[8] presented seven therapeutic
virtual reality applications for the rehabilitation of upper limb manipulative abilities in patients
with neurological disorders, manipulated using the Leap Motion Controller. Q. U. Ain et al.[9]
showed that repetitive use of the hemiparetic upper limb through Xbox Kinect-based upper
limb rehabilitation training, in addition to conventional therapy, has promising potential to
improve upper limb motor function in stroke patients. K. N. K. Fong et al.[10] presented a
TS-VR program based on seven general hand function tasks used in activities of daily living that
require upper extremity movement, using a Leap Motion Controller VR device and the Unity3D
program for training distal hand function. M. Weiss Cohen and D. Regazzoni.[11] proposed
an approach to tracking hand rehabilitation exercises for stroke patients using a leap motion
controller as a hand tracking device. Pilatásig et al.[12] presented an interactive system for
hand and wrist rehabilitation using the leap motion device and Unity3D software.
Our system focuses on the development of a low-cost interactive tool, consisting of a simple
game based on a usual activity that takes place in a familiar environment for post-stroke patients,
in order to attract them and maintain their motivation.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. The proposed serious game

By working closely with clinicians specialized in functional rehabilitation, we have selected a
fine hand movement which is the Bidigitale grasp, that involves grasping relatively small objects
between the thumb and the index finger of the hand. We chose a fruit harvesting scenario to



create a virtual environment that simulates this exercise, which appears to be a familiar activity
for all categories of patients. Thus, in the game, the patient is encouraged to harvest fruit from
their trees and place them in a basket, grasping them between the thumb and index finger of
their hand.

3.2. Hardware and Software

The main objective of this work is to propose a non-invasive and low cost tool for motor
rehabilitation of the hand, in particular the training of a fine hand movement which is the
bidigital grasp. Due to its low cost, small size compared to other devices, and especially its ease
of use, lack of markers, and exciting aspects of its technology[13], the Leap Motion Controller
LMC optoelectronic system shown in Figure 1 was selected. It captures the movement of both
hands and controls a virtual environment. Thus, the LMC captures the fine movements of
the hand, so it is potentially more suitable for training fine movements of the upper limb and
hand functions[13]. Because of its ease of use and extensive documentation[14], the Unity 3D
platform, which enables the development of content for virtual reality and the creation of two-
and three-dimensional games, was used to build the virtual environment in which the game
takes place.

Figure 1: The Leap Motion device.

3.3. Gameplay

The game scenario takes place in a virtual grove made up of fruit trees bearing small fruits such
as cherries (see Figure 2). Due to the limited field of view of the LMC, we considered a set of
nine fruits per tree. In order to play, the player must perform the following tasks:

1. A pointing task: consists of moving the hand towards the fruit and pointing it with the
index finger, in order to be able to pick it up.

2. A grasping task: consists of bringing the two fingers of the thumb and index finger as
close together as possible in order to pick up the fruit that the index finger is pointing to,
by grasping it between the two fingers concerned.



3. A deposit task: consists of moving the thumb and index finger away from each other, in
order to deposit the fruit that is between the two fingers in a basket by releasing it from
the two fingers involved.

The interaction model is avatar-based, so that the user’s hand is represented in the virtual
environment by a virtual hand (see Figure 3).

Figure 2: The virtual scene representing the game.

3.4. Game Settings

To successfully complete the game, the patient must be able to grasp the fruit between the
thumb and index finger of their hand after reaching it, and then drop it after grasping it. Thus,
as previously stated, in order to grasp the fruit, the patient must bring their two fingers together
(see Figure 4), and to release it, they must spread them apart (see Figure 5). This movement
was measured in our game by the Euclidean distance between the tips of the two fingers. The
distance must be greater than a certain predefined threshold to grasp the fruit, and it must be
less to release it. The difficulty of the game is determined by this threshold.
The game’s difficulty level can be tailored to the patient’s initial motor status. Before starting to
play, the patient calibrates the game by performing the pinch gesture (see Figure 6). Behind
the scenes, the system computes the minimum and maximum amplitudes of the patient’s hand
movement. These values will then be used to create thresholds against which the patient’s



Figure 3: Representation of the user’s hand in the game scene.

Figure 4: The task of grasping the fruit.

performance during the game will be compared. The entire calibration procedure lasts 30
seconds.



Figure 5: The task of dropping the fruit.

Figure 6: The calibration scene of the game.

3.5. Exercises History

We considered some parameters to measure during the game in order to quantify the patient’s
performance. The Table 1 depicts these parameters. Indeed, each patient has their own file in a



database, at the end of the game, these parameters are recorded in their file, and the therapist
can consult these data to determine the patient’s level of motor skills.

Table 1
Game Settings

Parametrey Meaning

Time The time that elapses between the beginning and the end of the game.

Score_S
For each success, a reward is given in the form of a number of coins that appear

in the scene(see Figure 7),the score is the sum of all the awards given.

Score_RF Represents the number of fruits harvested

motion skills
A list of nine items, each linked to a fruit and representing the patient’s

performance in completing the tasks required to harvest each associated fruit.

Figure 7: The representation of rewards in the game.

4. Preliminary Tests and Discussion

The usability and acceptability of the proposed game were tested on a group of post-stroke
patients with hand motor impairment. The LMC hand motion sensor was connected to a PC
computer (Intel(R) Core™i7-3520 M CPU @ 2.90 GHz 290 GHz, NVIDIA GeForce 840M graphics



Figure 8: The Hardware configuration of the game.

card, 12GB RAM). The complete hardware architecture of the system is shown in Figure 8. The
patients who played the game found it enjoyable and beneficial to their hand rehabilitation.
Patients in particular, reported that the proposed game’s features were very well integrated,
and that it was an innovative and motivating tool for them, as it can help them better engage
in their rehabilitation sessions. However, because the number of patients who participated in
the clinical evaluation was so small, more patients must be recruited to properly assess the



acceptability and the usability of the proposed game. Figure 9 shows a patient playing the game.
Indeed, the selection of patients who can use the game was conducted by the therapists.

Figure 9: A post-stroke patient playing the game.

5. Conclusion and Future Works

In this article, we presented a serious game for the functional rehabilitation of the hand. It is a
simulation of a clinical exercise for a fine hand movement, namely the Bidigitale grip. The game
was designed and developed in close collaboration with clinicians specialized in functional
rehabilitation. A first evaluation of the acceptability of the tool on patients has been performed.
The game was very well received by the patients. They indicated that it was a new tool that
could help them recover their functionality. Nonetheless, the clinical evaluation sample was
too small to objectively assess the tool’s acceptability and usability by patients. The addition of
new patients is required, which we intend to do in the near future.
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